REPORT OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT (STUDENT LIFE)

Date: October 18th

Bank Transition:
- Emails

Building Space:
- Visited 680 Sherbrooke
- Continual Work with Brown, TNC, 3501 Peel, MUS, Bellini, Leacock, 688, special events
- Training for SSMU Admin Assistant - she’s amazinggg
- Cleaning up entries
- Sent out disclaimers to all groups
- Meeting w Trading Society
- Emailed Residences
- Phone Calls/ Meetings with Building Directors for Space
- Met with IGSF
- General Back & Forth
- Emailed Athletics
- Emailed groups
- Emailed IGSF
- Emailed Marissa

Clubs:
- Meeting w syrian student association, debating, waterpolo
- Contracts for Urban Groove, Anime, Chromatones

Activities Night
- Paid for the event @ Athletics
Mental Health

- Committee Meeting
- Rez Life Study Cafe Upcoming in November - dates should be confirmed within the week and rest of organization will start from then on
- Phone Call w AETELUQ
- Meeting ETS
- Mental Illness Awareness Week Panels - no credit to me, just want to acknowledge the amazing execution of the commissioners
- Conference - supporting the whole student on Monday and Tuesday
- Looked up all ministers of educations in canada

Services

- Meeting w PSC
- Meeting with Queer McGill
- Drivesafe Meeting

General

- Help w Tomas for Change the name campaign
- Open House Meeting and Set up for Services
- I’m 20???
Best,

Sophia Esterle
Vice-President (Student life)